Let X be a non-empty set, H = X ®, o-= yl× y~×"" be an independent strategy on H, and {Y.} be a sequence of coordinate mappings on H. The following strong law in a finitely additive setting is proved: For some constant r_->l, if ET=,{o'(IY. 12")/n'÷'}< oo and o'(Y.)=0 for all n=l,2,..., then ~ET_IY I converges to 0 with o'-measure 1 as n--->oo. The theorem is a generalization of Chung's strong law in a coordinate representation process. Finally, Kolmogorov's strong law in a finitely additive setting is proved by an application of the theorem.
I. Introduction
Let X be a non-empty set with the discrete topology, H = X ® with the product topology, and F(X) be the set of all finitely additive probability measures defined on the class of all subsets of X. As defined by Dubins and Savage [4], a strategy ~r on H is a sequence (o,0, ~rt, ~r2, • • • ) , where or0 is in F(X), and, for each positive integer n, or. is a mapping from X" to F(X). For any positive integer n, any element (x~,x2,-..,x.) in X" is called a partial history with length n.
Suppose that cr is a strategy on H, p = (xl, x2," ", x.) is a partial history with length n, then the conditional strategy given the partial history p with respect to (x~,x:,..., x,), i.e., (o'[p] )o is just the finitely additive probability measure o,,(xl, x2," ", x,), and (ii) for any positive integer m, (or[p] ),. is a mapping from X m to F(X) defined by (~r[p] )m(x'l,x~,'" ",x')= cr.+,. (x~,x2,--',x., xl, x;," ",x' ) for all (x[,x~,...,x') in X m. In [7] , Purves and Sudderth call a strategy o-on H independent, if there exists a sequence{y.}in F(X)such that • This research was based in part on the author's doctoral dissertation submitted to the University of Minnesota, and was written with the partial support of the United States Army Grant DA- tro= Yl, and for each positive integer n and all n-tuple p = (xl, x2, • •., x,) in X", o',(p) = y,+l and they write 71 × 3'2 x • • • for o-. If, in addition, there is a finitely additive probability measure y in F(X) such that 3' = 3'1 = 3'2 .... , then o" is said to be independent and identically distributed, and y × y × • • • is written for such a strategy.
In [7] , Purves and Sudderth showed that if o" is a strategy on H, then there exists a field ~t(tr) containing all Borel subsets of H and a finitely additive probability measure (still denoted by tr) such that o-is defined on ~t(tr) with some nice properties. Based on this result, we can consider (H, s¢(tr), tr) as a finitely additive probability space and a standard theory of integration with respect to the finitely additive probability measure tr on the field ~¢(tr) is has o'-measure one. In this paper, we show that the above result still holds without the boundedness assumption (see Theorems 4.1, 4.2 below). Furthermore, we also show that Kolmogorov's strong law of large numbers holds for independent, identically distributed strategies and sequences of identical, coordinate mappings (see Theorem 4.3 below).
Preliminary definitions and some useful lemmas
Throughout this paper, X is a non-empty set with the discrete topology and H = X ~ with the product topology. Subsets of H which are simultaneously closed and open in this topology will be referred to as clopen. If K is a subset of H, Y is a real-valued function on H, and p = (xl, x2," ", x,) is a partial history, then the set Kp is defined by
